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INTRODUCTION
The usage of poster in conferences had been ari~e.
The paster sessions often allract mixed analysis due
to their physical constraints and because they are
considered less impressive than paper sessions (Swales
&Feak 2000; Swales 2004). However, posters do play
an significant part in conferences, enabling academics
to display not only their completed research work,
but also the most interestingly ongoing research and
preliminary findings that would not be post in apaper
session. This makes poster smians an interesting,
engaging event for participants and avalid alternative
to other, more sophisticated genres.
The reason of any paster is to communicate a me~sage.
In order to do that, a poster must first catch aviewer's
attention. Aposter is noticed while the viewer is on the
move either driVing, riding or walking by so it must be
engaging enough to capture the viewer's attention
among all the other visual dutter. (Landa, 2006)
Today in our busy lifestyle we need ~omething that
fast with informative media channel. The argument
of traditional poster or electronic poster constantly is
the question and which one will be preferable choice
of pre~entation tool?
What is poster? It is a two-dimensional, single-page
format to inform display information, data, schedules,
or offerings and to persuade promote people, causes,
places, events, products, companies, services, groups
or organizations. It produced in multiples and usually
Widely circulated posters are often seen in numerous
locations around town. Ubiquity and mulliple viewing
addre~s to many viewers and also reinforce the
message for aviewer indiVidually. (landa, 2006)
According to (Rivers, 2007) poster play an enormou~ly
important cultural role Within society. As a means of
mass communication they have been used in war and
peace, for everything from event promotion to the sale
of goods to political battles to spreading propaganda.
As pieces of artwork they are highly visible pieces of
popular art and much-loved examples of design. Today
there are countless events, museums. and publications
dedicated to poster design, and many enthusiasts
around the world who collect and treasure them. This
classic form of graphic Msign, which in essence has
changed very little over the centuries, is as important
~nd influential today as it has ever been. Posters are
among the most traditional and unchanged forms of
graphic design with their simple use of text, image
and printing press. They are also of the most impact(ul
creative, and memorable media, one that manages
to transcend time and technology. Posters are an
excellent medium for developing communication skills
particularly where short and concise communication is
needed (levenbergen, 1999).
'The advantage of traditional poster had been stated in
(Tuck, 2002) traditional posters are easily continually
displayed. Traditional poster complement together
with e-poster and it should be together according to
delegates who had experiences both traditional poster
and e-poster presentations.
figure 1: Example ola Traditional Postel
What is electronic postl.r? P.s claimed by Electronic
Studio Brochure title 'The Future Beyond the poster' it
is an E-Poster is a step into. the future of multimedia
showcase medium. It indicates true innovation aimed
at replacing traditional paper media, with multimedia
objects equipped with LCD screens. These guarantee
practical and efficient display of not only digital
posters, bUt also images, film clips and presentations.
The use of a computer platfonn permits an extremely
• fluid and simple management of the files in any
situation reqUiring showcase chara~ristics.
Advantages of electronic poster use of the e-poster
guarantees numerous benefits. It is no longer required
to print posters. Congress members do not need to
figure. 2: Example ofanJ·Poster.
bring or put up posters in paper format. The posters are
sent in electronic format such as e-mail, ftp server and
upload service. In the other hands, all the presentation
work remains in digital format. Display is considerably
simpler and faster just recall using keyboard, zoom and
scroll. Files can be documented both locally and on-
line, ensuring, through the Internet, convenient and
immediate use wherever. The typical inconvenience
base for putting up posters is eliminated with a
consequent reduction of 75% of the space reqUired
for the Poster Room. E-Poster is specifically directed
at congress and conference specialists and organisers
who pay particular attention to technology and
innovation. These features reflect positively both on
the image of the congress or showcase structure an'd
on that of the speakers. (Electronic Studio, The Future
Beyond The Poster, p2)
In modern world today, the usage of electronic poster
had increased compare to traditional poster. Which
one will be agood choice? This is the argument and the
question. By looking at several opinions and research
by others toward poster usage in conferences, meeting
or presentation we can compare- which is now more
been use.
The conference poster is the most popular term
nowadays the usage is arise in the academic
conferences. The conference poster is often seen as a
'marginal' category, lacking prescriptive gUidelines

